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Introduction
I

!7M!#/I?E
A. Exercises
1. Practice writing the letters:
Small (using a variety of fonts):
" $ ( * g . 0 2 4 6 8 : < > @ B D F/H J L N P R T
a b g d e z h q i k l m n c o p r s /j t u f x y w
"$(*g.02468:<>@BDF/HJLNPRT
Capitals:
!#')+-/13579;=?ACEIKMOQS
ABGDEZHQIKLMNCOPRSTUFXYW
2. Transliterate and give one English derivative of each:
NT<Z
JbD"<<@H
(V:@H
§2@H
ÏN2"8:`H
68XBJT
*4V$@8@H
PD`<@H
>0D`H
Ç*4@H
3. Transliterate into Greek:
ichthys
katharsis
Oedipus

theos
hybris
Thucydid‘s

graphÇ
sk‘n‘

Using the glossary at the end of your textbook, find meanings for:
$@L8gbT
$@b8@:"4
BX:BT
:"6VD4@H
FTND@Fb<0
8bT
*46"4@Fb<0
PVD4H
Ê:VJ4@<
(\(<@:"4
•DgJZ
6"8`H
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B Sample Quiz on the Alphabet
1. Fill in the missing letters:

" $ ( __ g . __ __ 4 6 8 : __ > @ B __ F/__ __ L __
__ R T
2. Write the Greek letters for three labials _____________________
Write the seven Greek vowels ________________________________
___ Before ___ ___ ___ and ___ is pronounced ng.
The “h” sound is represented in Greek by the mark ___

J * 2 are a) palatals b) dentals c) nasals
3. Transliterate into the Roman alphabet:
*D:"
(8äFF"

F60<Z

NT<Z

>X<@H

$4$8\@<

Ò*`H

AD@:02gbH

4. Put into Greek letters:
dÇron
theos
sphinx
zÇn‘
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II
I?;?3
First Accent Rules
ultima = the last syllable
penult = the next to last syllable
antepenult = the syllable before the next to last
1. There are three accent marks in Greek:

V ` \ (acute: a rising pitch) may fall on the ultima, penult, antepenult. It
may fall on a long or short vowel/diphthong.
Examples: 6"8`H, •DgJZ, B"4*\@<, –<2DTB@H
 Î Â (grave: the steady pitch) falls only on the ultima. It is used when a
word accented with an acute on the ultima is followed by another word
without punctuation between them. Like the acute in may fall on a long or a
short.
Examples: Ò 6"8ÎH –<2DTB@H, º 6"8¬ RLPZ, JÎ 6"8Î< B"4*\@<
 ä ± (circumflex: a rising-falling pitch) may fall on the ultima or penult,
only on long vowels/diphthongs.
Examples: *äD@<, Ò*@Ø
2. How far back an accent can go depends on the LENGTH OF THE
ULTIMA:
SHORT ULTIMA: the acute can go on the antepenult, penult, or
ultima: –<2DTB@H, B"4*\@<, Ò*`H. The circumflex can go on
the penult: B8@ØJ@H, z!20<"Ã@H.
LONG ULTIMA: the only accent that can go on the penult is the
acute: B8@bJ@L. If the ultima is long, no accent can go further
back that the penult: •<2DfB@L.
3. The accent of verbs is recessive: it goes as far back as possible. That is,
if the ultima is short, the accent goes on the antepenult; if the ultima is long
the accent goes on the penult.
Examples: $@b8@:"4, BX:B@:g<, $@L8gL`:g2", B"4*gbg4H
4. The accent of nouns is inherent: that is, it must be learn with each noun
as a part of the word. The accent of nouns is persistent: it stays in the same
3

place unless it is forced to move forward in the word by a change in the
length of the ultima in different forms of the word.
Examples: –<2DTB@H, –<2DTB@4 -- •<2DfB@L, •<2DfBT<
B8@ØJ@H, B8@ØJ@< -- B8@bJ@L, B8@bJå
5. __________________’s rule (fill in your own name, or the name of a
fellow student):
IF
1. the ultima is short and
2. the penult is long and
3. the penult is accented,
THEN
the accent is the circumflex.
Examples: *äD@<, B8@ØJ@H, (<ä:"4
6. Study the paradigms in the book for additional examples. Always put in
accents in your homework for additional practice.
III
Vocabulary for readings in the Introduction
•<JT<L:\" pronoun
–D2D@< article
–NT<" mutes
$"DbH grave [accent]
(X<@H pl. (X<0 gender(s) kind(s)
(DV::"J" letters
*"FX" aspirated consonants
*4B8 double consonants
*\N2@((@4 diphthongs
¦B\DD0:" adverb
6"\ and
:X< ... *X point to items being contrasted or listed
:XF" voiced consonants
:gJ@PZ participle
Ð<@:" name i.e. noun
Ï>bH acute [accent]
BgD4FBf:g<@H circumflex
B<gØ:" *"Fb rough breathing
B<gØ:" R48`< smooth breathing
BD`2gF4H preposition
{D−:" verb
Fb:NT<" consonants
Fb<*gF:@H conjunction
J`<@4 accents
NT<Z voice
4

NT<Zg<J" vowels
R48V unvoiced consonants

Notes on transliteration (for use in finding English derivatives and transliterating
names)

((, (6, (>, (P >>> ng nk nx nch (e.g. –((g8@H > angel, angelus; EN\(> >
Sphinx)
L > y {D > rh D > r
"4 > ae, e

g4 > ei, e, i

@4 > oe, e, i

@L > u

I-subscript is usually not transliterated.
Endings often are dropped when words come into English, but they are usually
kept in proper names, but are changed into Latin (that is, for traditional spellings;
but some Greek scholars prefer to keep the spelling closest to Greek).

Checklist: what you should know
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Alphabet
Punctuation
Classification of letters
Diphthongs
Accents
Breathings
Nasal gamma
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Lesson I
Part 1 VERBS
A. Summary
1. The characteristics of verbs in Greek (what the endings show):
person
number
tense
voice
mood
Verbs are defined by these characteristics. Lesson One introduces the
present (tense) active and middle/passive (voices) indicative (mood) and
infinitive.
2. VOICE:
Active: “I stop” [something]
Middle: “I cease” [i.e. “stop myself” doing something]
Passive: “I am being stopped” [from doing something by somebody or
something else]
In the present tense the middle and passive have the same form. That means that
you can translate them either way, unless there is a CONTEXT that tells you
which is meant.
3. ENDINGS for the present indicative and infinitive:
Indicative
Active ------- Middle/Passive
-T
-@:"4
-g4H
-g4
-gJ"4
-g4
-@:g<
-`:g2"
-gJg
-gF2g
-@LF4(<)
-@<J"4
-g4<

Infinitive

-gF2"4

I
you (thou)
he, she, it
we
you (y'all, ye)
they
to

4. How to translate the present: BX:Bg4H “you send”, “you are sending”. BX:Bg4H;
“are you sending?” “do you send?”. BX:BgJ"4 “she/he is being sent” (passive); “she/he
is sending for” [something] (middle)
5. Deponent verbs: some verbs have no active forms (or no active forms in certain
tenses). They use only the middle/passive endings, but are translated as if they were
active. The verbs in Lesson one that are deponent are:
$@b8@:"4
(\(<@:"4 (has active forms in the perfect tense)
§DP@:"4 (has active forms in the aorist and perfect tenses)
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B. SOME ADDITIONAL HELP WITH ACTIVE, MIDDLE, AND PASSIVE

a)/gw
ACTIVE: bring, lead, carry, convey, march
MIDDLE: carry away for oneself, take with one, marry [a wife]

a)/rxw

basic meaning: be first [in time or station]> begin, rule
ACTIVE: begin, rule
MIDDLE: make a beginning, start anew
PASSIVE: be ruled

bouleu/w
ACTIVE: take counsel, deliberate on, plan, advise
MIDDLE: agree upon, take counsel with oneself, resolve to do

gra/fw

original meaning: scratch
ACTIVE: draw, write, register, enrol
MIDDLE: write for one’s own use, take notes; indict [somebody]
PASSIVE: be indicted, be enrolled

e)qe/lw = qe/lw
ACTIVE ONLY: wish, be naturally disposed to, mean [wish to say]; ei) qe/leij
“if you please”

e)/xw
ACTIVE: have, [with adverbs] be
MIDDLE: hold oneself to, cling to, lay claim to, be eager for, maintain oneself,
border on, hold off from

le/gw
ACTIVE: pick, count, say, speak, mean
PASSIVE: be said [to be something]; le/getai “it is said”

lei/pw
ACTIVE: leave, leave at home, forsake
MIDDLE: leave behind oneself [as a memorial]
PASSIVE: be left, survive, be abandoned

me/nw
ACTIVE ONLY: remain, stay

paideu/w
ACTIVE: bring up a child [train or teach rather than simply nourish], discipline;
[later] punish
MIDDLE: have someone taught, cause someone to be educated
PASSIVE: be taught [something]
7

pe/mpw
ACTIVE: send, dispatch, conduct
MIDDLE: send for [something or someone]
PASSIVE: be sent

pisteu/w
ACTIVE: trust
MIDDLE: have [something] entrusted to one
PASSIVE: be trusted, be believed

pra/ttw = pra/ssw
ACTIVE: accomplish, make, do, practice, be in a certain state [cf. how are you
doing?]
MIDDLE: make for oneself [as money, interest, profit]

fe/rw
ACTIVE: bear, carry, bring, offer
MIDDLE: bring with one for one’s own use, win for oneself

pisteu/w
ACTIVE: trust
MIDDLE: have [something] entrusted to one
PASSIVE: be trusted, be believed
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C. Sample Quizzes and Exercises on the Present Active and M/P
Quiz #1
A. Conjugate pau/w in the present active and middle-passive indicative and infinitive;
translate each form.
B. Tell what pronoun (I, you, she/he/it, they, etc.) is used to translate each of these:
Example: B4FJgb@:g< we

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

lei/pousi
fe/rontai
a)/gei (2)
e)/xetai
gi/gnei (deponent.)

G. Translate these forms.
1. e)/rxontai
2. pisteu/omen
3. lu/eij
4. gra/fetai
5. e)/xete
D. Vocabulary: give the meaning:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a)/rxw
pei/qw
lei/pw
pra/ttw
bou/lomai

Quiz # 2
A. Conjugate pe/mpw in the present active and middle-passive indicative and infinitive.
B. Translate these:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a)/rxeij
peiqo/meqa
pra/ttei (2)
lei/pousi
e)/rxei (1)

'. Vocabulary: give the meaning:

1. a)/gw
2. e)/xw
3. paideu/w

4. pau/w
5. bou/lomai
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Exercises on verbs in the present
1. Translate into English:
B"bT
B"b@:"4 (2)
(DVNgJ"4 (2)
(DVN@LF4
$@L8`:g2"
$@L8gb@:g<
Bg\2gJg
§Pg4<
NXDgF2"4 (2)
–DP@<J"4 (2)
2. Correct these (only 1 has a mistake in accent):
Bg:Bfg4H
NXD@J"4
$@b8@:g<
B"4*gb@:g2"
(\(<@LF4
3. Translate into Greek:
I am writing.
I am taking notes.
She is sending this. (this = J@ØJ@)
He is sending for this. (this = J@ØJ@)
We are going.
They are being carried.
To go
To cease
He is ransoming her. (her = "ÛJZ<)
She is leading them. (them = "ÛJ@bH)
4. Translate into English:
1. $@b8@<J"4 §Pg4< gÆDZ<0<;
2. :X<gJg ´ 8g\BgJg;
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Part 2 NOUNS
A. Summary
1. The characteristics of nouns in Greek are gender number case. The article given
with each noun provides a gender sign.
2. The CASES show what nouns (and pronouns and adjectives) are doing in the
sentence. The case endings show the relationships of nouns to other words in the
sentence. There are four cases in Greek (plus the vocative, which was not considered a
case by the early grammarians):
Nominative: the case of the grammatical subject of the sentence (and anything
that agrees with the subject or renames it with a linking verb). The subject is the
word that determines the person and number of the verb. The verbs (\(<@:"4
(become), gÆ:\ (be), N"\<@:"4 (seem) take the nominative case in the predicate.
Genitive: the case of one noun depending on another noun. The genitive is used
for possesssion (of), separation (from), and as object of verbs meaning “rule”.
Dative: the case of the party interested in the action (for), the indirect object
(with verbs like give, speak: to), the instrument with which something is done
(by, with), place where (in, on, at), the object of verbs meaning “trust”.
Accusative: the case of the direct object (the thing caused or most directly
affected by the verb), the end of motion (to, as in go to).
Vocative: the case of direct address, used to call someone a name or by name.
Learn the first four cases by heart. Learn the ARTICLE by heart.
Make a chart of the case endings:
First Declension -0
sing.

plur.

Second Declension -@H
sing.

plur.

Second Declension -@<
sing.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Acc.
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plur.

B. Some hints about cases and prepositions
1. How to recognize the direct object in English:
The usual word order in English is subject-verb-[indiect object]-direct object.
The object most directly caused (or affected) by the action of the verb is the
direct object. It is easily recognizable in Greek because it is in the accusative
case. For example, We give (our) loved ones presents.
We | give | presents \loved ones
We = subject
give = (transitive) verb
loved ones = indirect object: dative J@ÃH N\8@4H
presents = direct object: accusative *äD"
Another way of expressing the same thing in English is We give presents to our
loved ones. If you are in doubt try this substitution. When there are two objects,
the object that makes sense as the object of “to” is the indirect object.
PROBLEM: In Greek, some verbs take other cases than the accusative. That is,
the object in the English sentence will not always be accusative in Greek.
English does not have an accusative case. Greek has three oblique cases
(genitive, dative, accusative). Most Greek verbs take the accusative as
their object, but verbs meaning “trust” take the dative; verbs meaning
“rule” take the genitive, for example. This must be learned by practice.
<@:@4H B4FJgb@:g<. <ZFT< –DP@:g<.
2. Translating English prepositions:
of = the genitive case (without a preposition in Greek)
by = the dative case (usually without a preposition in Greek) if it refers to things (by
means of: the instrumental dative); if it refers to persons, by is ßB` with the
genitive (agent).
with = the dative without a preposition if it is the same as “by means of”. If with means
“in the company of”, it is Fb< with the dative. With an axe is instrumental; with
their friends is accompaniment.
to = the dative case if it is equivalent to an indirect object. If it is in an expression like go
to the islands, then it is a preposition with the accusative.
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C. More Notes on Cases
1. Decline article (according to the pattern) and noun (according to pattern).
2. The CASES:
Find examples for each of the uses.
NOMINATIVE

-0 -@H -@< -"4 -@4 -"
SUBJECT
PREDICATE NOUN / ADJECTIVE
GENITIVE

-0H -@L -T<
OF
SEPARATION (FROM)
WITH VERBS of RULING (–DPT)
DATIVE

-® -å -"4H -@4H
TO / FOR
BY (means of)
WITH
WITH VERBS meaning “TRUST”
(B4FJgbT, Bg\2@:"4, m/p of Bg\2T)
IN / AT
ACCUSATIVE

-0< -@< -"H -@LH -"
DIRECT OBJECT
TO, TOWARD
VOCATIVE

-" -g -@< -"4 -@4 -"
gÆDZ<0 ê<2DTBg ( < ì –<2DTBg)
º •B`6D4F4H, ì N\8g, •<X:@4H NXDgJ"4.
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D. Sample Quizzes and Exercises on Nouns
Exercises on Lesson I
Part One:
1. In the Readings and sentences find:
a. A neuter plural subject with a singular verb
b. A dative with a verb meaning “trust” or “obey”
c. A genitive of separation.
d. A dative of means.
e. A genitive of possession.
2. Decline with the article:
a. §D(@<
b. Ò*`H
c. (<f:0
d. N\8@H
3. Review Verbs and Conjugate:
a. §PT
b. §DP@:"4
4. Translate into Greek:
1. The gifts are being carried to the strangers.
2. We are making peace by means of thought and determination.
3. Human beings have goodness in their [= the] souls.
5. Correct the accents (hint: they are all wrong)

–<2DTB@L

*äDT<

*fD@<

$@b8T<
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(<f:"4

JZ< Ò*Î<.

Sample Test on Lesson I
1. Forms: A. Change to the plural of the same case:
•DPZ
8`(å
*äD@<
•DgJZ<
$\@H
B. Change to the singular:
>X<@LH
RLPä<
B"4*\"
*\6"4H
2. List two uses for each of the cases (and give 3 or more endings for each):
Example: Nominative: subject, predicate nominative (with verb “to be,” “to
become” etc.) -@H -0 -@< -@4 -"4 -"
Genitive
Dative
Accusative
3. Vocabulary: for nouns give genitive and article and meaning; for prepositions, give
meaning and tell what case(s) is (are) used with each.
Fb< + dative with
Ex. •<V(60 •<V(60H, º necessity
$@L8Z
gnw/mh
§D(@<
gÆDZ<0
2V<"J@H
B`<@H
PD`<@H
¦<
B"DV (3)
4. Article: give the form of the article that agrees with each (8):
8`(@4
:XJD@<
•<2DfB@LH
B@8X:T<
RLP"\
§D("
•DPZ<
Ò*`<
5. Translate
1. B"D J@ÃH >X<@4H :X<g4< $@b8gF2g;
2. º J@Ø •<2DfB@L RLP¬ B8@ØJ@< §Pg4.
3. º :¥< Ò*ÎH gÆH gÆDZ<0< –(g4, º *¥ [Ò*ÎH] gÆH B`8g:@< [–(g4].
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Sample Quiz on nouns: Lesson 1
1. Vocabulary: give genitive, article and meaning:
Ex. nh=soj, nh/sou, h( island
plou=toj
dw=ron
a)reth/
po/noj
o(do/j
gnw/mh
li/qoj
a)na/gkh
e)/rgon
di/kh
2. Tell what case each takes and give meaning with that case
Ex.
su/n + dative with
e)n _____ ______
para _______ ______ ________ ________ _______ _______
3. Give one use or meaning for each case :
Ex.
Genitive “of” or “from” / possession, separation
Nominative _____________
Dative ___________________________
Accusative ____________________________
4. Identify Case and give the correct form of the article to agree with each:
Ex.
a)nqrw/p% dative – t%=
a)nqrw/pouj
a)rxw=n
fi/loi
e)/rga
lo/gon
di/kh
paidi/on
Translate:
1
ta\ paidi/a toi=j ce/noij fe/rein bibli/a bou/letai.
2.
h( me\n ei)rh/nh bi/on para\ tou\j a)nqrw/pouj a)/gei, o( de\ po/lemoj a)/gei
qa/naton.
3.

dw=ra qeou\j pei/qei.

4.

pe/mpesqe tou\j liqouj toi=j e)n tai=j nh/soij fi/loij;
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Lesson II
A. Summary and Check list
I Imperfect tense: for action going on in the past (like English past progressive).
Translate, I was --ing, I used to --, I kept --ing. Middle: I was --ing for myself, etc.
Passive: I was being --, etc.

¦- + present stem + secondary endings:
A
-@<

-gH
-g
-@:g<
-gJg
-@<

M/P

-`:0<
-@L
-gJ@
-`:g2"
-gF2g
-@<J@

I
you (thou)
he/she/it; n.pl. they
we
you (y'all, ye)
they

Augment: ¦- if the verb begins with a consonant
if the verb begins with a vowel:
" > 0 –(T > μ(@<
g > 0 §DP@:"4 > ¦DP`:0<
sometimes g > g4 §PT > gÉP@<
The imperfect has no infinitive.
II The verb “to be”: an irregular verb to be memorized.
Present
Imperfect

gÆ:\
gÉ
¦FJ\

¦F:X<
¦FJX
gÆF\

μ
μF2"
μ<

gÉ<"4 (infinitive)

μ:g<
μJg
μF"<

For the accent of gÆ:\, see the textbook.

Note that gÆ:\ is used with the nominative in the predicate.
III Adjectives in -@H -0 -@< (first and second declension)
Adjectives agree with their nouns in gender, number, and case.
Some adjectives have just the -@H -@< endings. Most compound adjectives are of this
type. They use the -@H endings for both masculine and feminine.
Positions of the Adjective:
1. Attributive:
article-adjective noun
article noun article-adjective
noun article-adjective
2. Predicate (add is/are to your translation):
adjective article-noun
article-noun adjective
17

B. The Relative Pronoun
Forms (see below): learn the forms; write them on a card.
In English: who, whose, to whom, whom, which, that (what, meaning “the things
which”). The English forms are the same in both singular and plural. The forms
of who are for persons; which is used of things; that can be used for either persons
or things.
Use and Definitions:
A clause contains a subject and a predicate. A sentence contains at least one
clause, but not every clause is a sentence. A clause that depends on another (and
so does not form a sentence by itself) is called a dependent (or subordinate)
clause. Relative pronouns introduce dependent clauses of a type called relative
clauses.
Note: The subject is that about which something is said. The predicate is what is said
about the subject.

Relative clauses introduced by relative pronouns (as opposed to relative adverbs)
are adjectival, that is they describe or modify a noun or pronoun in the main
clause (or the clause upon which they depend). This noun or pronoun is called
the antecedent (or thing that goes before). The relative pronoun must agree with
its antecedent in gender and number, but, since the relative pronoun belongs to a
different clause (subject predicate group) from its antecedent, its case depends on
the part it plays in its own clause.
To determine which of the forms to use, first figure out what the relative refers to.
This will eliminate all but the four forms that are the right number and gender. To
decide which case to use you must understand the sentence grammatically. Try to
figure out whether the relative is a subject or an object or a possessive in its own
clause. Any relative sentence can be transformed into two (less sophisticated)
sentences by substituting the antecedent for the relative pronoun.
Example:
The man whom we see is honest.
The main clause (which can be a complete sentence) is: The man is honest.
The relative clause is: whom we see ... Notice that this is not a complete
sentence.
The relative pronoun whom refers to man in the main clause so it must be
masculine singular. That is, one of these forms: ÓH @â ø Ó<
We can figure out what case it should be by analyzing the clause or by making it
into a sentence.
we|see|whom OR We|see|the man. subject|verb object subject|verb object
We is the subject. The man is the object of the verb see, so we will put it into the
accusative: Ó<.
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Forms of the Relative Pronoun:

ÓH
@â
ø
Ó<

»
½H
Á
»<

Ó
@â
ø
Ó

who which that
whose, of whom, of which
to/for/with whom/which
whom, which, that

@Ë
ô<
@ÍH
@àH

"Ë
ô<
"ÍH
H


ô<
@ÍH


who which that
whose, of whom, of which
to/for/with whom/which
whom, which, that
C. Exercise on Relatives

A relative pronoun agrees with its antecedent in _________ and _______, but its _______
depends on its role in its own _______.
In each of the sentences below:
a. Identify the relative pronoun and antecedent.
b. Tell what number and gender the antecedent is and list the forms of the relative in that
number and gender.
c. Figure out what case the antecedent is and what case the relative is.
d. Give the Greek words for the antecedent and the relative.
Example:
The women to whom you are writing are coming here today.
a. Relative = [to] whom. Antecedent = the women.
b. The women is feminine and plural. The forms of the relative in feminine plural are
"Ë ô< "ÍH H.
c. The words the women are nominative because they are the subject of the verb are
coming (§DP@<J"4). The relative is dative because it is indirect object.
d. "Ê (L<"Ã6gH ... "ÍH ...
1.
2.
3.
4.

I saw three children whose hair was green.
Did you speak to the men who were paving Hello walk?
What do you say to a child who puts sticky fingers on you homework papers.
Did we send for the Greek [woman] who had murdered her husband?
“Send for” is the middle of the verb “send” and takes the accusative.
Remember that you can leave out the generic words man, woman, thing if you have an adjective. Just put
the article and adjective in the appropriate gender.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Three beautiful goddesses who were having a contest appeared to Paris on Mount Ida.
The best [woman] whom everyone in Thessaly admired for her courage was Alcestis.
We do not trust the wise [men] who are believed to be clever at speaking.
You have done wicked things which no Greek man or woman would have done.
The island on which they lived was very crowded.
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D. Review of Accent Rules (introduction through Lesson II)
1. The acute may go on either long or short and on the ultima (•DgJZ), penult (N\8@H, –(T,
B"4*gbT) or antepenult (B4FJgb@:g<, –<2DTB@H).
2. The circumflex may go only on long and on the ultima ($@L8−H) or penult (*äD@<).
3. The grave goes only on the ultima. It may go on long or short. It is used when a word
accented with the acute on the ultima is followed by another word without any intervening
punctuation (J¬< (<ä:0<).
4. How far back the accent can go depends on the length of the ultima.
a. If the ultima is short, the acute can go back as far as the antepenult, but if the ultima is
long, the acute can go back only to the penult.
–<2DTB@H •<2DfB@L
B"4*gb@:g< B"4*gbT
b. If the ultima is short the circumflex can go as far back as the penult, but if the ultima
is long, a circumflex on the penult (in forms with a short ultima) will change to the acute.
*äD@< *fD@L
c. If the ultima is short and the penult is long and accented, then the accent is the
circumflex.
(<ä:"4 *äD"
μ(@<, gÉP@<
5. The accent of verbs is recessive. That means that it goes back as far as it can: (in words of
more than two syllables) to the antepenult if the ultima is short, to the penult if the ultima is long.

B4FJgL`:g2"

BX:B@:g<

B4FJgbg4<

$@L8gbT

Because in the imperfect the monosyllabic endings are short (-@<, -gH, -g), the circumflex
will fall on the penult if it is long in words of two syllables: μ(@< μ(gH μ(g.
6. The accent of nouns and adjectives is persistent. It stays where it starts unless forced (by a
change in the length of the ending) to go elsewhere.
–<2DTB@H, –<2DTB@<, –<2DTB@4 -- •<2DfB@L, •<2DfBå, •<2DfB@4H
a. Nouns of the first and second declensions if accented on the ultima take the circumflex
in the genitive and dative singular and plural:
$@L8−H, $@L8± $@L8ä<, $@L8"ÃH
2g@Ø, 2gè 2gä<, 2g@ÃH
b. Nouns of the first declension are circumflexed in the genitive plural. This is an
exception to rule 6.
(<T:ä<
6 b (1). The accent of adjectives in the feminine genitive plural is like that of the
masculine and neuter (if the forms are the same, as they are in -@H, -0, -@< & -@H,
-", -@< [ch. III] adjectives).
7. Enclitics are accented as if they were syllables added to the words before them.
Examples:
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a. –<2DTB@\ gÆF4: 2 accents on a word accented on the antepenult (second
accent on the ultima before the enclitic).
b. *äDV ¦FJ4: 2 accents on a word with circumflex on the penult (second accent
on ultima).
c. 8`(@4 gÆF\: a two syllable enclitic will receive an accent on its ultima after a
word accented with an acute on the penult.
d. $@L8Z ¦FJ4: an acute on the ultima does not change to a grave if the word
following is an enclitic.
e. ³ <b FX B@L 2gÎH ÇFPg4: in a series of enclitics the first are accented and the
last left unaccented.
f. For emphasis at the beginning of a sentence or clause enclitics are accented:
§FJ4.
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E. Parsing Guide for Diagramming Sentences
subject | predicate
subject (nom.) [supplied] | verb | direct object (acc.)
subject | verb | direct object
\adj. \adv.

indirect object (dat.)

subject | verb “to be” etc. \ predicate n. or adj. (nom.)
I.3a. 6
Ò PD`<@H B"4*gbg4 JÎ B"\*4@<.

Ò PD`<@H | B"4*gbg4 | JÎ B"\*4@<
I.3a. 2
Ò »84@H J@ÃH •<2DfB@4H J¬< •DP¬< J@Ø $\@L NXDg4.

Ò »84@H | NXDg4 | J¬< •DP¬<
\J@Ø $\@L J@ÃH •<2DfB@4H
I.3a. 12
J *äD" –(@:g< B"D J@×H 2g@bH.

–(@:g< | J *äD"
\B"D: J@×H 2g@bH
I.3a. 1
º gÆDZ<0 NXDg4 JÎ< $\@<, Ò *¥ B`8g:@H 2V<"J@<.

|*X {

º gÆDZ<0 | NXDg4 | JÎ< $\@<
Ò B`8g:@H | [NXDg4] | 2V<"J@<

I.3b. 12
*fD@4H (D Bg\2@:g< J@×H 2g@bH.

|(VD
[º:gÃH] | Bg\2@:g< | J@×H 2g@bH
\:*fD@4H
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II C.5. 9
6"8ÎH 6"Â •("2ÎH Ò F@NÎH –<2DTB@H

Ò –<2DTB@H | [¦FJ4] \ 6"8ÎH
\F@N`H
}6"Â
•("2ÎH
II.5. 4
•2V<"J@H º RLPZ.

º RLPZ | [¦FJ4<] \ •2V<"J@H
II.5. 2
•("2@Â μJg (<f:0<;

[ß:gÃH] | μJg \ •("2@Â
\:(<f:0<
II.5. 25
Ò »84@H ÔH §NgDg JÎ< $\@< J@ÃH •<2DfB@4H 2gÎH ¦<`:4.gJ@.

Ò »84@H | ¦<`:4.gJ@ \ 2gÎH

\ÔH | §NgDg | JÎ< $\@<

J@ÃH •<2DfB@4H

II.5. 7
@Û6 gÉP@<  ¦$@b8@<J@.

[@Ê –<2DTB@4]| gÉP@<
|
[¦6gÃ<"]
\@Û6 [@Ê •<2DTB@4] ¦$@b8@<J@ |
II.5. 30
Ò F@NÎH §8g(g ÓJ4 Ò $\@H ¦FJÂ P"8gB`<.

Ò F@NÎH | §8g(g | ÓJ4 Ò $\@H | ¦FJÂ \ P"8gB`<
II A.4.2
@Ê –<2DTB@4 ¦<`:4.@< JÎ< »84@< gÉ<"4 2g`<.

@Ê –<2DTB@4 | ¦<`:4.@< | JÎ< »84@< | gÉ<"4 \ 2g`<
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F. Sample Tests and Exercises
Review exercises for Lesson II
1. Conjugate in the present and imperfect. [Practice until you can do these from memory with
confidence and without hesitation].
B"bT (26 forms)
(\(<@:"4 (13 forms)
2. Name the verb and translate. Example: μ(g < –(T “he/she was leading”
a. ¦NgD`:0<
b. ¦$@b8gJ@
c. ²DP`:g2" (2)
d. gÉP@<
e. §Bg:BgH
f. ¦(DVN@L
3. Decline in full
a. F@N`H
b. –*46@H
4. Give the form of the adjective to agree. Example: º _____Ò*`H [6"8`H] 6"8¬
J−H ___________ Ò*@Ø [6"6`H]
Jè ____________ $\å [PD0FJ`H]
JÎ ____________ §D(@< [F@N`H]
J@×H ___________ •<2DfB@LH [–*46@H]
JH _____________ (<f:"H [•2V<"J@H]
5. Correct these: Look for agreement and NPS+SV [Forget accents.]
J¬< •*\60< (<f:0<
JÎ< 6"6Î< Ò*`<
J B"4*\" ¦NXD@LF4 JÎ< 8\2@LH
6. Translate:
1. •2V<"J@H º •DgJZ.
2. P"8gB"Â "Ê Jä< F@Nä< (<ä:"4.
3. J ¦F28 B"4*\" Ÿ ¦8L`:g2" gÆH J¬< <−F@< ¦BX:BgJ@. *äD" (VD ¦FJ4 J@ÃH
2g@ÃH.
4. º :¥< ¦$@b8gJ@ •DgJ¬< §Pg4<, º *¥ •DgJ¬< gÉPg<.
5. @Ê •("2@Â •("2 §BD"JJ@<.
7. Write in Greek:
1. The difficult words. . .
2. The words are difficult.
3. We are learning [:"<2V<T = I learn] difficult words.
4. They trust difficult words.
5. We were not learning difficult [things] by means of difficult words.
Sample Quiz on adjectives and the relative pronoun
1. Give feminine and neuter and meaning
Example: PD0FJ`H PD0FJZ PD0FJ`< good
–8@(@H [–8@(@H] –8@(@< unreasonable
*g4<`H
P"8gB`H
–D4FJ@H
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•("2`H
6"8`H
6"6`H
•2V<"J@H
:`<@H
BDäJ@H
6@4<`H
2. Translate:
JÎ {+880<46Î< $4$8\@<
JÎ $4$8\@< {+880<46`<.
3. Choose the correct adjective:
º ______ Ò*`H [6"8ÎH 6"8¬ 6"8Î<]
º ________ RLPZ [–*46@H •*\60 •*46@<]
4. Translate
1. ou)k ei)/xomen a(\ e)boulo/meqa.
2. kalai\ h)=san ai( nh=soi ei)j a(\j e)/pempon ta\ paidi/a.
3. o( h(/lioj, o(\j fe/rei to\n bi/on toi=j a)nqrw/poij, qeo\j ei)=nai e)no/mizeto.
Sample Test on Lesson II
I. Verbs:
A. Imperfect: give the imperfect forms of these presents:
1. $@b8@:"4
2. $@L8gbgJg
3. (\(<gJ"4
4. NXD@LF4
5. –(gJg
6. §Pg4H
7-8. BX:Bg4
From gÆ:\
9. gÉ
10. ¦FJ\
11. ¦F:X<
12. gÆF\
B. Translate these forms:
1. μ
2-3. §B"L@<
4. ¦(DVN@L
II. Adjectives:
A. Vocabulary: give [fem.] and neut. and meaning:
1. P"8gB`H
2. 6@4<`H
3. :`<@H
4. 6"6`H
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5. F@N`H
6. BDäJ@H
7. *g4<`H
8. Ó8@H
9. –*46@H
10. •2V<"J@H
11-13. Give three words meaning “good”
III. Questions about grammar:
1. How can you tell whether J :X< ... means “some men” or “some things”? [2]
2. J 6"6V means a) bad men b) evils c) the devil
3. @Ê F@N@\ might be translated a) philosophers b) the wise c) wise men and women d) all of
these
4. What is the difference between •("2Î< JÎ $4$8\@< and JÎ •("2Î< $4$8\@<? [2]
5-10. Pick the right form of the relative pronoun:
5. The man whom I saw was Thucydides. ÓH »< Ó Ó<
6. Did you see the men who did it? Ó< @àH @Ë ÓH
7. The women whom we sent for are my cousins. H »< @àH "Ë
8. The evils that men do live after them. Ó ÓH  @àH
9. The islands which we rule are ugly. ô< ½H » @àH
10. The woman to whom you were writing is here. ø "ÍH Á
IV. Translate:
1. •2V<"J@H Ò 2V<"J`H ¦FJ4<.
2. "Ê :¥< μF"< 6"8"\, "Ê *¥ 6"6"\.
3. Ò F@NÎH §8g(g ÓJ4 [“that”] Ò $\@H ¦FJÂ P"8gB`< 6"Â ¦<J"Ø2" [“then”] JX2<06"H [“you're
dead”].
4. $4$8\" BgDÂ J−H RLP−H ¦(DVNgJ@;
5. ¦$@L8gL`:g2" §Pg4< Ÿ @Û6 gÇP@:g<.
Extra. Translate these sayings, idioms, expressions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6@4< J Jä< N\8T<.
@Ê J`Jg
*g4<ÎH 8X(g4<
B"D <`:@<
BV<J" (D @Û 6"6`H gÆ:4.
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Lesson III
A. Summary
1. Future Active and Middle (MIDDLE only, NOT M/P)
*** Use the same endings as the present.
add F to the stem: B"L- + F + -T -g4H -g4 -@:g< -gJg -@LF4
-@:"4 -g4 -gJ"4 -`:g2" -gF2g -@<J"4
If the Stem ends in a mute (labials, palatals, dentals)
B $ N + F > R BX:BT > Bg:RT (DVNT > (DVRT
6 ( P + F > > –DPT > –D>T –(T > –>T
J * 2 drop out before F Bg\2T > Bg\FT
Irregular futures MUST BE LEARNED:
•6@bT, •6@bF@:"4
$@b8@:"4, $@L8ZF@:"4
(\(<@:"4, (g<ZF@:"4
¦2X8T, ¦2g8ZFT
§DP@:"4, ¦8gbF@:"4
§PT, FPZFT / ª>T
:"<2V<T, :"20F@:"4
8":$V<T, 8ZR@:"4
BVFPT, Bg\F@:"4
BDVJJT, BD">T
NXDT, @ÇFT
The future of gÆ:\ MUST BE LEARNED:
§F@:"4
¦F`:g2"
§Fg4
§FgF2g
§FJ"4
§F@<J"4
§FgF2"4
2. Variations in the FIRST declension:
Singular
Nom. -0 -" -0H -"H
Gen. -0H -"H -@L
Dat. -® -‘
Acc. -0< -"<

Plural
-"4
-ä<
-"4H
-"H

-" is used throughout the singular of first declension nouns and adjectives if the base
ends in g, 4, or D.
3. Demonstratives: LEARN the forms.
The demonstratives may be used as pronouns, but when they are used with nouns the article is
used too. They go in the predicate position:
demonstrative -- article -- noun
article -- noun -- demonstrative
»*g º Ò*`H
º Ò*`H »*g
Ò $\@H @âJ@H
@âJ@H Ò $\@H
J@ØJ@ JÎ $4$8\@< JÎ $4$8\@< J@ØJ@
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B. Review of Prepositions
ACC

gÆH

DAT

¦<

into + terminal accusative

DIRECTION TO

in, on + locative dative

PLACE WHERE

B"DV
GEN
DAT
ACC
DAT

Fb< = >b<

from (a place) near
beside (at a place near)
to (a place) near

SEPARATION
PLACE WHERE
DIRECTION TO

with

ACCOMPANIMENT

BgD\
DAT
ACC

alongside, near

about, around

concerning, about
around, near, with regard to

BD`H
GEN
DAT
ACC

face to face, facing

from
at, near, toward
to, toward

SEPARATION
PLACE WHERE
DIRECTION TO

GEN

•B`

away from, from

SEPARATION

GEN

¦6/¦>

out of, from

SEPARATION

*\"
GEN
ACC

through

through
because of, on account of
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C. Review of Cases (Lessons 1-3)
Nominative
Endings
Singular
First Declension -0, -"; -0H, -"H
Second Declension -@H, -@<
Article Ò, º, J`
Plural
First Declension -"4
Second Declension -@4, -"
Article @Ê, "Ê, JV
Uses: fill in one example of each use:
The subject of the sentence (in agreement with the personal ending of the verb).
The predicate noun or adjective of a copulative verb (e.g. gÆ:\, (\(<@:"4,
N"\<@:"4, 8X(@:"4) which renames the subject in the predicate. See also
predicate position of adjectives.
Genitive
Endings
Singular
First Declension -0H, -"H; -@L
Second Declension -@L
Article J@Ø, J−H, J@Ø
Plural
First Declension -ä<
Second Declension -T<
Article Jä<
Uses: fill in one example of each use:
The genitive is the case used for one noun depending upon another. It also has
a number of uses peculiar to Greek (such as separation).
Possession (“of”, 's, s')
With verbs of ruling (e. g. –DPT, $"F48gbT)
Separation, with prepositions meaning “from” (e.g. •B`, ¦6/¦>; B"DV,
BD`H)
Source (with •6@bT)
Agent (meaning “by”, with the preposition, ßB`)
The preposition BgD\ is used with the genitive to mean “about”,
“concerning”.
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Dative
Endings
Singular
First Declension -®, -‘
Second Declension -å
Article Jè, J±, Jè
Plural
First Declension -"4H
Second Declension -@4H
Article J@ÃH, J"ÃH, J@ÃH
Uses: fill in one example of each use:
The dative is the case of the interested party. It also has some special uses in
Greek, such as instrument and place where.
Indirect object: the person or thing affected but indirectly by the action, NOT
caused by the action of the verb. Most often seen with verbs like give to, send to,
speak to, write to. Translated as indirect object (in English the first object: Give
me an “A.” Tell me a story.) or with “to” (“Give that to Paul”).
With special verbs: certain verbs take the dative although their counterparts in
English take the “objective case.” Modern English does not have dative and
accusative. Verbs meaning “trust” take the dative (Bg\2@:"4, B4FJgbT).
Advantage or disadvantage: the person for whose benefit or to whose detriment
something is or is done. For example after the expressions “good for” or “bad
for.” Translate “for”.
Means: the instrument with or by which something is done. Translate: “by”,
“with”, “by means of”.
Accompaniment: with the preposition Fb<. There is a difference between means
and accompaniment. “With an axe” is means; “with their [=the] friends” is
accompaniment. If in doubt try “along with”. Translate: “with”, “along with”,
“together with”.
Manner: tells how something is done. In Greek no preposition is needed.
Translate: “in”, “with”.
Respect: see the accusative of respect which is more common. No preposition.
Translate: “in”.
Place where (locative): with prepositions meaning in, at, by, near, beside (¦<,
BD`H, B"DV, ßB`) to show the place in which. Use with verbs of rest.
Accusative
Endings
Singular
First Declension -0<, -"<
Second Declension -@<
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Article J`<, JZ<, J`
Plural

First Declension -"H
Second Declension -@LH, -"
Article JVH, J@bH, JV

Uses: fill in one example of each use:
Direct object: the object of an active or middle verb, caused or most directly
affected by the action of the verb.
End of Motion (terminal accusative): the direction or destination after verbs of
motion or verbs implying movemnt from one place to another, used with a
preposition: gÆH, B"DV, BD`H. Translate: “to”, “into”, “toward”.
Accusative of respect: tells in what specific respect something is true. For
example, “I am not bad at all things.” Translate: “in”, “at”.
The preposition *4V is used with the accusative to mean “on account of”,
“because of”.

D. Sample test for Lesson III
A. Translate these forms:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

e)/sei
–D>@:g<
8g\RgJg
:"2ZF@<J"4
B"LF`:g2"

B. Give the imperfect and future and the meaning of the verb in the same person, number and
voice:
ex. (Mid.) gra/fei -- e)/grafou gra/yei (write, mid. take notes)

1. gra/fete
2. a)/getai
3. a)kou/w
4. lamba/nei
5. peiqo/mai
6. pa/sxomen
7. fe/reij
8. pratto/meqa
9. e)/xousi
10. ei)si/
C. Vocabulary: give meaning. Give genitive and article of nouns; feminine and neuter of
adjectives and pronouns:

1. *gFB`J0H
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2. –>4@H
3. *\6"4@H
4. •8Z2g4"
5. òD"
6. J4:Z
7. <X@H
8. (8äJJ"
9. º:XD"
10. Ó*g
11. @âJ@H
12. B@8\J0H
D. Choose the correct form to agree with the noun:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

<g"<\"H
2V8"JJ"<
B@40J±
º:XD"
*46"FJZ<

") @âJ@H
") JV<*g
") J±*g
") J"ØJ"
") J`<*g

$) J"bJ"H
$) »<*g
$) Jè*g
$) J"bJ0
$) JZ<*g

() "àJ0
() JZ<*g
() @àJå
() "àJ0
() Ó<*g

E. Translate:

1. "Ê J@bJT< Jä< *46"\T< B@84Jä< (<ä:"4 ª>@LF4 J4:Z<.
2. JV*g J "ÆFPD ßBÎ ¦6g\<@L J@Ø 6"8@Ø B@40J@Ø ¦(DVNgJ@;
3. "àJ"4 "Ê •("2"Â 6"Â F@N"Â J B"4*\" B"4*gbF@<J"4 ßBÎ Jä< B@40Jä<.
4. bou/lei eij tau/thn th\n mikra\n nh=son su\n toi=j fi/loij e)/rxesqai;
5. Eu)ripi/dhj h)=n o( sofo/j th=j skhnh/j. le/gei o(/ti to\ kalo\n fi/lon a)ei/.
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E. Review for Lessons I-III
I VERBS:
A. Translate each form and give the opposite number.

Example: BX:R@<J"4 “they will send for [something]” -- BX:RgJ"4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

§FJ"4
–D>@LF4<
8g\RgJg
8ZR@<J"4
B"LF`:g2"
Bg\F@:"4
Bg\F@:"4 (not the same as 6)

B. Identify the verbs

Example: $@L8ZFg4 < $@b8@:"4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

$@L8gLF`:g2"
ª>g4H
μ(@:g<
•BX2<®F6g
@ÆF`:g2"
(g<ZF@<J"4
BDV>gJg
FPZF@LF4

C. Synopses: fill in the imperfect and future of the same person and number (active and m/p or
middle, if they exist):
Example: B"bT: §B"L@< B"bFT -- B"b@:"4 ¦B"L`:0< B"bF@:"4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

NXDT
BDVJJ@:g<
BVFPg4H
:"<2V<g4
–(gJg
8":$V<@LF4

D. Miscellaneous: fill in, answer questions, correct mistakes, put in accents.
1. T or F: The second principal part is the future active and middle-passive.
2. Why is the future a separate principal part, but the imperfect is not?
3. Name four verbs that have deponent futures:
4. Chart your verbs: on a separate piece of paper (or on index cards make a neat and
colorful list of all the verbs you have had so far. Give the present and future, the
imperfect, only if it is irregular, and list any peculiarities.

Examples: •6`LT •6@bF@:"4 deponent future; takes the genitive of the person
§PT has an irregular imperfect, gÉP@< and two futures, ª>T (“I shall have”) and FPZFT (“I
shall get”).

5. Correct these sentences:
1. J B"4*\" NXD@LF4 J@×H 8\2@LH.
2. F@N¬ º *XFB@4<" »< •6@LF`:g2".
3. NXDFg4H J $4$8\";
4. •6@bFgJg Jä< •("2ä< B@84Jä<.
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5. :"<2V<F@:g< J {E880<46V.
6. @ÛP §>gJg B`<@LH.
7. J B"4*\" @Û6 §FgJ"4 •("2V.
Need hints? Look for wrong futures, wrong cases with the verb and --horrors! a neuter plural subject with a plural verb.

6. Fill in the accents:
1. $@L8gLFgF2"4
3. ²(@<
5. >g<@4 ¦F:g<
7. B@40J0H ¦FJ4;

2.
4.
6.
8.

gÆPgH
gÆ
B@84J"4 gÆF4
•<2DTB@4 ¦FJg;

33 Nouns, Adjectives, Pronouns, Prepositions, Cases
A. Vocabulary self-test (review of all nouns and adjectives, pronouns and prepositions). Give
information as in the vocabulary. Check your answers. Correct any that are wrong.
Examples: J":\"H J":\@L, Ò steward B@<0D`H, B@<0DV, B@<0D`< wicked
1. B@8\J0H
2. B@40JZH
3. <g"<\"H
4. •8Z2g4"
5. gÆDZ<0
6. òD"
7. J4:Z
8. 2V8"JJ"
9. –>4@H
10. @âJ@H
11. *\6"4@H
12. Ó*g
13. <X@H
14. P"8gB`H
15. "ÆFPD`H
16. 6"6`H
17. –*46@H
18. ß(\g4"
19. FL:N@DV
20. *46"FJZH
21. *\60
22. º*@<Z
23. @É<@H
24. PD0FJ`H
25. 6"8`H
26. B8@ØJ@H
27. ¦F28`H
28. B`<@H
29. 6@4<`H
30. Æ"JD`H
31. •2V<"J@H
32. PD`<@H
33. §D(@<
34. 8`(@H
35. >X<@H
36. N\8@H
37. •DgJZ
38. –D4FJ@H
39. Ò*`H
40. <`:@H
41. •<V(60
42. <−F@H
43. :XJD@<
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44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

•DPZ
$@L8Z
»84@H
@ÛD"<`H
RLPZ
*g4<`H
N@$gD`H

Tell what case or cases each preposition takes and the meaning with each case. Give an example
with each meaning.
1. •B`
2. *4V
3. gÆH
4. ¦6 / ¦>
5. B"DV
6. BgD\
7. BD`H
8. ¦<
9. Fb<
10. ßB`
B. Agreement: give the form of the adjective and demonstrative to agree with each noun. Be
sure to give the correct ARTICLE.
Example: <ZFå (Ó*g, :46D`H) -- (J±) J±*g J± :46D” <ZFå

1. Ò*`< (Ó*g, <X@H)
2. 2gH (@ßJ@H, 6"8`H)
3. 8`(@< (¦6gÃ<@H, •2V<"J@H)
4. B@8ÃJ"4 (@âJ@H, –>4@H)
5. *46"FJVH (Ó*g, –*46@H)
6. 2V8"JJ"< (¦6gÃ<@H, :46D`H)
7. J":\” (Ó*g, *\6"4@H)
8. PfD‘ (@âJ@H, B@<0D`H)
9. F60<VH (Ó*g, BV8"4@H)
10. §D(@< (@âJ@H, "ÆFPD`H)
Correct these howlers:
1. <X0 F60<Z
2. •("2"Â B@40J"\
3. @âJ@H *46"FJZH
4. •*\60 º :@ÃD"
5. gÆH J± 2"8VJJ‘
III Translate these sentences:

1. "Ê ¦< J4:"ÃH –D>@LF4 Jä<*g Jä< B@84Jä< 6"Â *\6® 6"Â •("2± $@L8±.
2. Ò F@NÎH *46"FJ¬H, ÔH J *\6"4" 6"Â 6"8 §BD"JJg<, –>4@H μ< J4:−H •BÎ Jä<
B@84Jä<.
3. <Ø< òD" §FJ"4 BX:Bg4< J"ØJ" J *äD" BDÎH J@×H N\8@LH.
4. "àJ0 º Ò*ÎH μ< •("2¬ J@ÃH B"4*\@4H.
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5. "Ê F@N"Â μF"< •("2"Â $@L8¬< 6"Â (<T:Z<.
6. @Û *\6"4`< ¦FJ4 J@bF*g J@×H •>\@LH B@8\J"H •B@6Jg\<g4<.
7. –>g4 *¥ BDÎH NäH J¬< •8Z2g4"< Ò PD`<@H. (NäH light)
8. Ô< @Ê 2g@Â N48@ØF4< •B@2<¯F6g4 <X@H. (N48@ØF4 < N48XT love)
IV Write in Greek:
We will go into these small tents and we will hear the philosophers (= wise ones) who will speak
to the citizens about justice and virtue. For these (i.e. justice and virtue) will make the human
beings good, but they are difficult to understand. The little children will also hear the poets who
write about the sea and sky and about the lives of the gods and goddesses. The test (BgÃD") will
be difficult for the children but with luck they will become wise. It is time to go away from
these ugly places (place = J`B@H) and to take our books to the islands of the sun on which we
will have neither tests nor labors. But we will always write to our (=the) friends who were
remaining beside the road.
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Lesson IV
A. Summary
I Aorist Active and Middle (not passive)
Use: for a single (or simple) act in past time (as opposed to the imperfect which talks
about action going on in the past). Translate as the simple past (and sometimes as the
pluperfect).
The aorist infinitive (except in indirect statement) may be translated the same as
the present. The difference is that the present talks about the action as in
progress, the aorist as the simple action.
(DVNg4< “to be writing”
(DVR"4 “to write”
Form: There are two different sets of forms, first aorist and second aorist. Nearly all
verbs have either a first aorist or a second aorist. Only a very few have both. The two
forms are like our strong (irregular, e.g. sing sang sung) and weak (regular, e.g. work
worked worked).
FIRST AORIST
Augment + F + endings
Active
Middle
-"
-V:0<
-"H
-T
-g (< )
-"J@
-":g<
-V:g2"
-"Jg
-"F2g
-"<
-"<J@
Infinitives are not augmented.
-"4
-"F2"4
Verbs with stems ending in :, <, 8, D do not add F- in the first aorist, but they
usually have a lengthened form of the stem: :X<T -- §:g4<"; N"\<T -- §N0<";
•((X88T -- ³((g48"; 6D\<T -- §6D4<".
SECOND AORIST
Augment + special stem + thematic secondary endings (the same as the
imperfect).
Active
Middle
-@<
-`:0<
-gH
-@L
-g (< )
-gJ@
-@:g<
-`:g2"
-gJg
-gF2g
-@<
-@<J@
Infinitives (not augmented; note accent)
-gÃ<
-XF2"4
II Principal Parts: learn thoroughly.
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III Indirect Statement
Learn the forms of N0:\.
Construction with infinitive after (some) verbs of saying or thinking:
1. Verb of SAYING / THINKING

<@:\.T I think (that) ...
2 a. The subject is omitted if it is the same as in 1; the verb is changed to the
infinitive.

(DVRg4< | JV*g 3 will write these things.
2 b. The subject is accusative if it is different from the subject of 1; the verb is in
the infinitive.

J@×H *46"FJH | (DVRg4< | JV*g the jurymen will write these things.
VERB OF SAYING | (accusative) | infinitive | object
VERB OF SAYING | acc. | infin. (to be) \ pred adj. (acc)
VERB OF SAYING | (omitted subj) | inf (to be) \ nom.
Note that a predicate adjective will be in the same case as its subject. If
the subject is omitted because it is the same as that of the main verb then
the predicate adjective is nominative. If the subject is accusative, then the
predicate adjective will be accusative.

<@:\.@:g< | gÉ<"4 \ •("2`4.
We think (that) we are good.

<@:\.@:g< | J@×H *46"FJH | gÉ<"4 \ •("2@bH.
We think (that) the jurymen are good.
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B. Sample Tests on Lesson IV
Sample Test
1. Conjugate in full (54 forms) Include active and m/p or middle, indicative and infinitive:
BX:BT
2. Give principal parts of:
B"bT
(DVNT
*XP@:"4
–(T
:"<2V<T
§DP@:"4
§PT
NXDT
3. Translate:
1. @Û*gÂH (no one) $@b8gJ"4 6"6 §Pg4<.
2. @Ê (D F@N@Â @Û6 ¦<`:4F"< J 6"6 gÉ<"4 •("2V.
3. <@:\.gJg *¥ J@×H 6"6@×H ª>g4< •("2 ´ 6"6;
4. Ò B@40J¬H §N0 J¬< •DgJ¬< gÉ<"4 6"8 (DVNg4< 6"Â •("2V 8X(g4<.
5. @Ê *46"FJ"Â @Û6 §N"F"< –*46" *äD" 8"$gÃ<.
6. J B@<0D B"4*\" J@×H F@N@×H §$"8g 8\2@4H 6"Â $4$8\@4H.
7. h)/kousaj tw=n sofw=n oi(\ e)/fasan tou\j me\n bou/lesqai kaka/, touj de\ agaqa/;
8. a)lla\ ou(=toj o( poli/thj e)/lece o(/ti @Û*gÂH (no one) $@b8gJ"4 6"6 §Pg4<.
9. gÆH JH B"8"4H º*@<¬ μ82g ÓJ4 (because) §:"2@< •6@bFgF2"4 J@Ø •D\FJ@L •@4*@Ø
(•@4*`H singer).
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Sample Quiz
Fill in the principal parts; give meaning of each verb
1. •((X88T (•((g8ä) ______________: ___________
2. _______ _______ ³("(@<: _____________
3. •B@2<¯F6T (•B@2"<@Ø:"4) _____________: _____________
4. –DPT ________ _________: ____________
5. ____________ (g<ZF@:"4 _____________: ______________
6. ____________ ____________ ¦*g>V:0<: _______________
7. BVFPT _____________ ___________: _______________
8. _____________ 8ZR@:"4 ______________: ________________
9. __________ @ÇFT ____________: __________________
Translate these forms:
1. ³82gJg

¦8bFT
§:"2gH
FPgÃ<
§:g4<"
6. ¦Bg4FV:0<
7. 6DÃ<"4
8. ¦$V8@L
9. •Bg6Jg\<":g<
10. §N0<"<
2.
3.
4.
5.

Translate these sentences:
1. ET6DVJ0H Ò F@NÎH @Û6 §N0 J@×H •<2DfB@LH §Pg4< J 6"6 $@b8gF2"4.
2. Ò 9X<T< ¦<`:4Fg J¬< •DgJ¬< gÉ<"4 ß(\g4V< Jg 6"Â B8@ØJ@<.
3. @âJ@4 @Ê B@8ÃJ"\ N"F4 gÉ<"4 •("2@Â $@L8¬< 6"Â (<ä:0<.
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C. Verb Review for Lessons I-IV
1. Learn all the principal parts.
2. Summary of Verb Endings
Primary (present and future)
Active:
-T -g4H -g4 -@:g< -gJg -@LF4(<) -- -g4<
Middle-Passive (present) or Middle (future):
-@:"4 -g4 -gJ"4 -`:g2" -gF2g -@<J"4 -- -gF2"4
Secondary (augmented in the indicative)
Imperfect and second Aorist
Active:
-@< -gH -g(<) -@:g< -gJg -@< — -gÃ< (aor. inf.)
The infinitive is not augmented, e.g. 84BgÃ<.

Middle-Passive (imperfect) or Middle (aorist):
-`:0< -@L -gJ@ -`:g2" -gF2g -@<J@ — -XF2"4 (aor. inf.)
First Aorist (augmented) in the indicative

-"- is the characteristic of the first aorist. Vowel and mute stems add -F-. Liquid (8, D) and nasal (:, <)
stems do not add -F- (³((g48", –Bg6Jg4<", §6D4<", §:g4<", §N0<").

Active:

-" -"H -g(<) -":g< -"Jg -"< — -"4 (inf.)
Middle:
-V:0< -T -"J@ -V:g2" -"F2g -"<J@ — -"F2"4 (inf.)
3. Exercises
A. Conjugate in full (all forms, active and middle or m/p, all four tenses, indicative and
infinitives). Check your chart for peculiarities of the verb (irregular principal parts,
deponent future, etc.). Be able to translate the forms. Do one a day:
1. –(T
4. 2bT
2. :"<2V<T
5. (DVNT
3. 8":$V<T
6. NXDT
B. Give:
1. all first person forms (singular and plural) of •6@bT
2. all second person forms of §PT
3. all third person forms of (\(<@:"4
4. all infinitives of –DPT (6), §DP@:"4 (3), $V88T (4), gÆ:\ (2), :"<2V<T (5)
C. Parse (= identify forms), translate, and recite the principal parts of each verb:
1. ¦B"LFV:0<
2. *X>gJ"4
3. •6@bF@<J"4
4. §NgD@<
5. ¦BX:RT
6. ¦8g\B@L
7. :gÃ<"4
8. ²6@bF"J@
9. gÆBgÃ<
10. ³((g48"<
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D. Translate these forms of BX:BT into Greek: active, send; middle, send for; passive,
be sent.
1. she was being sent
2. they are sending
3. we used to send
4. to send for (once, a single action)
5. to be sending for
6. we sent for
7. you-all (ye) will send
8. I will send for
9. it is being sent
10. you (thou) sent for
11. to be sending
12. to send (once)
13. I sent for a new book.
14. She sent a gift to her [=the] friends.
15. We were being sent to the market [•(@DV].
16. I think that I will send those women a gift.
17. Will you-all (ye) send for your [=the] friend.

E. Review the principal parts and translate these sentences.
1. The citizens made plans for themselves in a democracy.
2. The poet will take notes.
3. Those women ransomed these men.
4. The citizens were being led by these women.
5. She thought that she would rule those islands.
6. Will you hear the wise [people].
7. It is unreasonable to be doing those [things].
8. They were bringing gifts. Gifts were being brought by those men. These women brought those
gifts.
9. Did you hit the poets with stones?
10. I did not understand what ([the things] which) you said.
“ransom” = 8bT in the middle “take notes” = (DVNT in the middle

D. Important Vocabulary from Lesson IV

•88V
but
–88@H, –880, –88@
other, another
(4(<fF6T, (<fF@:"4
know
*46"4@Fb<0, -0H, º
justice
*46"\TH
justly
•*\6TH
unjustly
*@6gÃ, *@6@ØF4
it seems, he/she seems; they seem
gÉB@<
I said
:V84FJ"
especially, yes, sure
:Z
not
@Ç@:"4
I think
@Í@H, -", -@<
such, what a
@Í@<
such as
@Ê`H J' gÆ:\
I am able
@Í`< J' gÉ<"4 to be able
@Þ<
therefore
FTND@Fb<0 -0H º
soundness of mind, etymologically: “safemindedness”
Jg
and (enclitic)
J@4@ØJ@H, J@4"bJ0, J@4@ØJ@ (J@4@ØJ@<)
of such a kind, such as this, such
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Lessons V and VI
A. Summary
I The Third Declension
Find the base in the genitive singular. Find the pattern from the nominative and genitive.
A.
Basic Endings
Singular
Masculine and Feminine
Neuter
___ / -H
base
-@H
-@H
-4
-4
-" or -<
base
Plural
-gH
-"
-T<
-T<
-F4 (<)
-F4 (<)
-"H
-"
-4, -", -F4, -"H are short.
B.

Variations
Singular
Nominative: M/F -H, -T< (-@<-, -@<J-), -D; ; -:", -@H
Genitive: -@H: -gTH, -@LH
Dative: -4: -g4
Accusative: -": -g"; -<; neut. = nom.
Plural
Nominative: M/F -gH: -g4H; N -": -0, -g"
Genitive: -T<: -gT<
Dative: -F4: -gF4, -"F4, -@LF4, -gLF4
Accusative: M/F -"H: -g"H, -g4H; N -": -0, -g"

C.

Variations by stem type
Consonant Bases (1. mutes)
Masculine and Feminine
Labial: nom. sg. -R; acc. sg. -"; dat. pl. -R
68fR (68TB-`H); 68äB"; 68TR\
Palatal: nom. sg. ->; acc. sg. -"; dat. pl. ->4
Nb8"> (Nb8"6-@H); Nb8"6"; Nb8">4
Dental (1): nom. sg. -H; acc. sg. -"; dat pl. -F4
(drop dental before F/H)

•FB\H (•FB\*-@H); •FB\*"; •FB\F4
Dental (2): nom. sg. -H; acc. sg. -< ; dat.pl. -F4
(drop dental before F, <)

PVD4H (PVD4J-@H); PVD4<; PVD4F4
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Consonant bases (2. -@<-, -@<J-)
If the nominative ends in -T< check the base for -@<- or -@<J-.
Stems in -@<-: nom. sg. -T<; acc. sg. -"; dat. pl. -@F4
*"\:T< (*"\:@<-@H); *"\:@<"; *"\:@F4
Stems in -@<J-: nom. sg. -T<; acc. sg. -@<J" ; dat. pl. -@LF4
(XDT< ((XD@<J-@H); (XD@<J"; (XD@LF4
Neuters
Stems in -:"J-: nom. sg = acc. sg. -:"; dat. pl. -(:)"F4
PD−:" (PDZ:"J-@H); PDZ:"F4
Vowel bases
Masculine and Feminine
-gLH type (M): sg. nom. -gLH; gen. -gTH; dat. -g4; acc. -g"
pl. nom. -g4H; gen. -gT<; dat. -gLF4; acc. -g"H
-4H type (M,F): sg. nom. -4H; gen. -gTH; dat. -g4; acc. -4<
pl. nom. -g4H; gen. -gT<; dat. -gF4; acc. -g4H
Syncopated nouns drop -g- in the genitive and dative singular and in the dative plural;
they show -"F4 in the dative plural. The -g- of the stem becomes -0- in the nominative
singular.
Neuters
-@H type: sg. nom. -@H; gen. -@LH; dat. -g4; acc. -@H
pl. nom. -0; gen. -ä<; dat. -gF4; acc. -0
II SYNTAX
A. Result Clauses
òFJg + the indicative (@Ü) “so that”, “with the result that”
òFJg + the infinitive (:Z) “that”, “so as to”
C. Conditions Contrary-to-fact
gÆ (:Z) + imperfect -- imperfect + –< (@Ü) (refers to the present) (“were doing” ... “would
be doing”)

gÆ (:Z) + aorist -- imperfect + –< (@Ü) (refers to the past) (“had done” ... “would have
done”)
The times can be mixed (“had done” ... “would be”; “were doing” ... “would have done”).
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B. Exercises for Lessons V-VI
Practice quiz #1 on third declension nouns
1. Decline:
a)spi/j
o)/noma
ge/rwn
2. Tell what case each is and give meaning of the noun:
basile/a
po/lewj
xa/ritaj
kh/ruci
qau/mata [2]
3. Choose the correct form
The accusative singular of xa/rij --- xa/rita xa/rin
The dative plural of dai/mwn --- dai/mosi dai/mousi
The genitive plural of ge/noj --- genw=n gene/wn
The genitive plural of po/lij --- polw=n po/lewn
The dative plural of genoj --- gensi/ ge/nesi
The nominative plural of basileu/j --- basilei=j basileu/ej
Practice Quiz #2 on the third declension
1. Decline

ge/noj
po/lij

2. Tell what case each is and give meaning of the noun:
sw=ma [2]
a)ndro/j
e)/touj
ge/nh [2]
paisi/
(Ella/di
ge/rwn
patri/dwn
3. Choose the correct form
The accusative plural of path/r --- pate/raj patra/j
The accusative singular of xa/rij --- xa/rita xa/rin
The dative plural of dai/mwn --- dai/mosi dai/monsi
The genitive singular of gunh/ --- gunh=j gunaiko/j
The genitive plural of po/lij --- poliw=n po/lewn
The dative plural of genoj --- gensi/ ge/nesi
The accusative plural of basileu/j --- basilei=j basile/aj
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The dative singular of a)nh/r --- a)/neri a)ndri/
The accusative singular of po/lij --- po/lia po/lin
The accusative plural of o)/noma --- o)no/mata o)no/mataj
Adjective practice – Lesson VI
1. Fill in the correct form of the adjective:
--t%= __________ bi/% [h(du/j]
--to\n __________ xro/non [braxu/j]
--oi( ___________ lo/goi [a)lhqh/j]
--tou\j _________ oi)/kouj [me/gaj
--th\n __________ skhnh/n [eu)ru/j]
--to\ ___________ dw=ron [dustuxh/j]
--ta\ ___________ e)/rga [eu)dai/mwn]
--th\n __________ o(do/n [a)sqenh/j]
2. Translate
ou)k a)sfalei=j ai( o(doi/.
toi=j o)cei/aij paisi/ pe/mpomen skhna\j a)ri/staj.
o( dai/mwn to\n h(/lion a)/gei toi=j dikai/oij kai\ toi=j a)di/koij.
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C. Review for Lessons I-VI
Nouns, Verbs, and Syntax
1. Forms
Decline:
1.
2.
3.
3.
4.

»*g º <X" B`84H
@âJ@H Ò •802¬H B@40JZH
J`*g JÎ º*× PD−:"
¦6gÃ<@H Ò BV8"4@H ÊBBgbH
"àJ0 º •2V<"J@H PVD4H

Conjugate in full, including infinitives:
1. BX:BT
2. –(T
3. *XP@:"4
2. Syntax: fill in the blanks and translate the sentences.
1. Neuter plural subjects take _________________. (I p. 38)
Evils come-into-being on account of money.
2. Verbs of “trusting” take the _________________ case. (I p. 38)
Do you trust these new archons?
3. Verbs of “ruling” take the ________________ case. (I p. 38)
The king ruled the citizens with justice.
4. The verb •6@bT takes the ____________ of the person heard and the ____________
of the thing heard. (III p. 65)
We will hear these philosophers.
Did you hear the words of those shameful men?
5. The means by which something is done goes into the _________. (I p. 38)
We persuaded the citizens with money.
6. The manner in which something is done goes into the __________. (I p. 38)
In my opinion tyranny is a bad [thing].
7. The predicate noun or adjective (with verbs like be, become, seem, be called) goes
into the __________ case. (I, II pp. 28, 47)
Those citizens are shameful and false.
Heralds are messengers of gods and men.
8. The two positions of the adjective are (II pp. 49-51):
1. ______________
2. ______________
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These citizens are wise.
The wise citizens do not take bribes [= receive unjust gifts].
9. The relative pronoun introduces a ___________ ________. The relative pronoun
agrees with its antecedent in ________ and ________, but its _______ depends on the
part it plays in its own ________. (II pp. 52-3)
Those [things] which you are saying are not true.
The men whom we saw are Greeks. [“I saw” is 2 aorist, gÉ*@<.]
The women whom we heard were saying wise [things].
Did you get what you wanted.
10. The infinitive with the _________ is used as a noun. (II p. 52).
To speak the truth [= true things] is not always fine.
11. The demonstrative goes into the ________ position. (III p. 71)
This citizen sends gifts to those cities.
12. Separation is expressed by the _________ case. (I, III pp. 28, 75)
From good men we learn good things.
13. Agent is expressed by the _________ case with ______. (III p. 75)
These [things] were done by those [women].
14. Indirect Statement: verb of saying/thinking |________|_______ (IV pp. 93-5)
I think [that] those things are good.
They thought [that] they had said true [things].
15. The accusative of respect is used for _____________. (Explain it in your own
words.) (II p. 56)
I am not bad at all things.
16. Contrary to fact conditions use ______ tenses in both clauses. (VI p. 128)
If we had seen those big dogs we would have left.
17. Result clauses take òFJg and the _______ or ________. (VI pp. 126-7)
Find an example of each type of result clause and translate it.
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Check-list for the Introduction through Lessons VI
Introduction
Alphabet, Punctuation, Classification of letters, Combinations of letters
Accent Rules in General: see also reviews of accents
Lesson I
VERB CHANGES: VOICE, PERSON-NUMBER
Present Active and Middle-Passive
Deponent Verbs
CASE DECLENSION
Nouns of the First Declension -0 type
Nouns of the Second Declension
The Definite Article
Vocabulary
Syntax Rules:
Dative of means
Genitive after –DPT (instead of dir. obj.)
Dative with special verbs (trust)
Neuter Plural Subject takes a Singular Verb
Lesson II
Imperfect Active and Middle-Passive
Irregular Verb (gÆ:\)
Accent of enclitics (see also review of accents, above)
NOMINATIVE in the predicate with the verb “to be”
Adjectives, Agreement
Two-termination adjectives
POSITIONS of Adjectives: ATTRIBUTIVE and PREDICATE
Ò :X< ... Ò *X º :X< ... º *X 6J8.
ADJECTIVES USED AS NOUNS -- GENDER
RELATIVE PRONOUN
Vocabulary
Syntax Rules
Accusative of RESPECT (“good at”)
Lesson III
Future active and Middle
PRINCIPAL PARTS
Deponent Futures
Irregular Futures
Vocabulary
Variations of the First Declension
DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN-ADJECTIVES
Position of Demonstrative with the article
Vocabulary
Syntax Rules
Genitive of Separation (with prepositions meaning “from”)
Genitive of Agent (= “by a person” ßB` + gen.)
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Lesson IV
Aorist Active and Middle
Two Aorists
“Liquid” first Aorist
Principal Parts
Irregular verb (N0:\)
VOCABULARY: learn the words marked* in review for Lesson IV
INDIRECT STATEMENT infinitive with subject accusative
Lessons V, VI
Third Declension Nouns
Basic Endings
Variations
VOCABULARY * words
Third Declension Adjectives for recognition (know the different types, that is, -0H, -gH; T<, -@<; -LH, -g4", -L)
Irregular Adjectives for recognition: BH, :X("H, B@8bH
Vocabulary
RESULT CLAUSES with òFJg
CONDITIONS contrary-to-fact

Review of Vocabulary Lessons I-VI
I VERBS
+ means that the verb takes a case other than the accusative.
Forms in parentheses are introduced in later lessons.

•((X88T (•((g8ä) ³((g48"
–(T
+ •6@bT
•B@2<¯F6T (•B@2"<@Ø:"4) •BX2"<@<
•B@6Jg\<T (•B@6Jg<ä) •BX6Jg4<"
+ –DPT
$V88T ($"8ä) §$"8@<
$@L8gbT
$@b8@:"4 $@L8ZF@:"4 (¦$@L8Z20<)
+ (\(<@:"4
(4(<fF6T (<fF@:"4 (§(<T<)
(DVNT
*XP@:"4
¦2X8T (2X8T)
+ gÆ:\
gÉB@< (8X(T)
§DP@:"4
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§PT
2bT
6D\<T (6D4<ä) §6D4<"
8X(T
8X(@:"4 am called + nom.
8g\BT
8bT
:"<2V<T
:X<T (:g<ä) §:g4<"
<@:\.T (<@:4ä) ¦<`:4F"
@Ç@:"4 (@É:"4) @ÆZF@:"4 (íZ20<)
B"4*gbT
BVFPT
Bg\2T
+ Bg\2@:"4
+ B4FJgbT
B@D\.T (B@D4ä) ¦B`D4F"
BDVJJT
N"\<T (N"<ä) §N0<"
+ N"\<@:"4
NXDT
P"\DT (P"4DZFT) [no aor. act.]

II NOUNS
Numbers refer to lesson vocabularies
•8Z2g4" (3)
•<V(60 (1)
•<ZD (5)
–<2DTB@H (1)
•DgJZ (1)
•DPZ (1)
–DPT< (5)
–FJL (5)
$"F48gbH (5)
$4$8\@< (2)
$\@H (1)
$@L8Z (1)
(V:@H (2)
(X<@H (5)
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(XDT< (5)
(8äJJ" (3)
(<f:0 (1)
(L<Z (5)
*"\:T< (5)
*XFB@4<" (3)
*gFB`J0H (3)
*0:@6D"J\" (3)
*46"4@Fb<0 (4)
*46"FJZH (3)
*\60 (1)
*äD@< (1)
§2<@H (5)
gÆDZ<0 (1)
gÆDZ<0< –(g4<
{g88VH (5)
~g880< (5)
{g880<\H (5)
¦8B\H (5)
§D(@< (1)
§J@H (5)
EÛD4B\*0H (3)
º*@<Z (2)
μ2@H (§2@H) (5)
»84@H (1)
º:XD" (3)
ºFLP\" (3)
2V8"JJ" (3)
2V<"J@H (1)
2gV (3)
2g`H (1)
2gDVBT< (5)
2L("JZD (5)
Æ"JD`H (2)
6"4D`H (6)
6V88@H (5)
6XD*@H (5)
6−DL> (5)
68X@H (5)
6`F:@H (2)
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6J−:" (5)
8\2@H (1)
8`(@H (1)
:"20JZH (5)
:XD@H (5)
:XJD@< (1)
:0JZD (5)
:@ÃD" (3)
9@ØF" (3)
<"bJ0H (3)
<g"<\"H (3)
<−F@H (1)
<`:@H (1)
>X<@H (1)
Ò*`H (1)
@Æ6\" (3)
@É<@H (2)
Ð<@:" (5)
@ÛD"<`H (1)
BV2@H (5)
B"4*g\" (5)
B"4*\@< (1)
B"ÃH (5)
B"JZD (5)
B"JD\H (5)
BgÃD" (3)
B8@ØJ@H (1)
B<gØ:" (5)
B@40JZH (3)
B`8g:@H (1)
B`84H (5)
B@8\J0H (3)
B`<@H (1)
B@bH (5)
BD(:" (5)
F60<Z (3)
FJD"J4fJ0H (3)
FL:N@DV (3)
Fä:" (5)
FTND@Fb<0 (4)
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J":\"H (3)
JgÃP@H (5)
JX8@H (5)
J4:Z (3)
JLD"<<\H (5)
JbP0 (2)
ß(\g4" (3)
à*TD (5)
LÊ`H (5)
àB<@H (2)
fi/lh (1)
N48\" (3)
N\8@H (1) [N\8@H is also an adj. dear, loved]
Nb8"> (5)
PVD4H (5)
Pg\D (5)
PD−:" (5)
PD`<@H (5)
PDbF4@< (4)
PfD" (3)
RLPZ (1)
òD" (3)
òD" ¦FJ\
ADJECTIVES
•("2`H (2)
–*46@H, -@< (2)
•2V<"J@H, -@< (2)
"ÆFPD`H -V -`< (3)
•802ZH -XH (6)
–88@H -0, -@ (4)
–8@(@H, -@< (2)
–>4@H (3)
B"H (6, BH)
–D4FJ@H (2)
•F2g<ZH, -XH (6)
•FN"8ZH, -XH (6)
$"DbH -g4" -L (6)
$D"PbH -g4" -L (6)
(8L6bH -g4" -L (6)
*g4<`H (2)
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*\6"4@H (3)
*LF*"\:T< -@< (6)
*LFJLPZH -gH (6)
¦6gÃ<@H -0 -@
{g880<46`H (2)
¦F28`H (2)
ªJgD@H (4)
gÛ(g<ZH -gH (6)
gÛ*"\:T< -@< (6)
gÛ68gZH -gH (6)
gÛDbH -g4" -L (6)
gÛJLPZH -gH (6)
º*bH -g4" -L (6)
»:4FLH -g4" -L (6)
2−8LH -g4" -L (6)
6"6`H (2)
6"8`H (2)
6@4<`H (2)
:X("H :g(V80 :X(" (6)
:46D`H (3)
:`<@H (2)
<X@H (3)
Ó*g »*g J`*g (3)
@Í@H (4)
@Í`H JzgÆ:\
@Í@<
Ó8@H (2)
Ò:@Ã@H -" -@< (6)
Ï>bH -g4" -L (6)
@âJ@H "àJ0 J@ØJ@ (3)
@àJTH
B"8"4`H (3)
BH BF" B< (6)
B@8bH B@88Z B@8b (6)
B@<0D`H (3)
BDäJ@H (2)
F"NZH -gH (6)
F@N`H (2)
J"PbH -g4" -L (6)
ß(4ZH -gH (6)
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N\84@H (3)
P"8gB`H (2)
PD0FJ`H (2)
RgL*ZH -gH (6)
OTHER WORDS (for prepositions, see p. 28)
•g\ (3)
•88V (4)
:" (6)
... (VD (1)
... (X (4)
... *X (1)
*Z (4)
gÆ, gÇBgD (6)
¦Bg\ (6)
¦Bg4*Z (6)
§J4 (5)
³ (1)
6"\ (1)
6"\BgD (4)
:V84FJ" (4)
... :X< ... *X
:Z (4)
<"\ (4)
<Ø< (2) @Ê <Ø<
Ó:TH (4)
ÓH » Ó (2)
ÓFBgD »BgD ÓBgD (2)
ÓJg (6)
@Û @Û6 @ÛP @ÛP\ (2)
@Û*X (4)
@Û6XJ4 (6)
@Þ< (4)
@ÜB@Jg (@Û ... B@Jg)
... Jg ... Jg
... Jg (4) Jg ... 6"\
J@\<L< (4)
J`Jg (2) @Ê J`Jg
ñH (6)
òFBgD (4)
òFJg (6)
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